




Diception 2 

Carnival Conquest 
30 Ready-to-Play Dice Games 
for your Tabletop Role-Playing Campaigns 

One of the greatest things about a carnival setting is that a traveling show can appear 
and at any time! 

Now you have a game supplement that adapts a fun fantasy carnival, with all its games 
and colorful NPC's, for you to play ANYTIME during your table-top RPG campaign!

All you need is a standard set of gaming dice to play all the booth games in the 
midway, complete with Prize Lists and shifty Booth NPC's! Just add imagination! 



Bearing & Bucket 
 

Lore
This classic game stems from the history of legendary 
rogue Ralsh Vicart. It was said that Ralsh was so expert at 
disarming traps, he could do it with only a simple ball 
bearing. One evening a group of adventurers found poor 
Ralsh in a tavern and put his skills to the test. 

Rules 

Dungeon Master  -     3
The DM rolls 3D20 die & then leaves the numbers rolled 
face up on the table for all to see. 

Player -  
The player has 3 chances to hit . The player is rewarded one 
prize for every one of the 
 

Cheat Rules 
Odd Shaped Bucket Bottom - The DM can shift one of the number rolls to the left or 
right for one of the ball tosses. 
 

Booth NPC 
Earl Von Atul 
Earl is an older gentleman whose attire is not quite the right fit. The pants and jacket are 
about two inches too short and have been patched more times than you can count. His 
personality is almost playfully condescending if he thinks he is classier than you. He constantly 
talks down to anyone who comes by his booth, as ough to play his game. 
If you happen to win, his personality switches quickly and he begins to like you. 
 
  

31% Chance for Player to Win 



Spore Pop 

Lore
The game itself grew from the popularity of pranks 
played by young elven children with spores that were 
harvested by the woodland elves and brought into other 
kingdoms. These spores could be found in couch 
cushions, hanging from a rope ready to hit a passerby in 
the head, or other places that would give the elven 
children a good laugh. Eventually these spores were 
harvested and sold to carnival and festival owners for 
this game. 
 

Rules 

Dungeon Master  -     9 
The DM rolls 9D4 dice & leaves the results rolled on the table for all to see. 
 
Player -     5

The player rolls a total of 5d4 dice, but to get the feeling of throwing darts. One dice should be rolled 
at a time, and to hit a spore the pl s. The player must at least pop 
two balloons to win a prize, and the DM takes it off the table. 
 

Cheat Rules 
Tough Skin

 

Booth NPC 
Sarton Triare 

A rather decent looking half-elf woman, Sarton will use her looks to lure men and 
women alike to her booth. She is dressed in green and the heavy outfits have a leaf -like 
appearance. She is sweet and a smooth talker, but every time a spore pops she jump and 

it ends up more like
 
  

48% Chance for Player to Win 



Appendix 
Prize List 

There are always shelves of stuffed toys and carnival prizes available to winners of the 
midway booth games. Of course, if you have a story reason to dangle a specific prize in front 
of a player, by all means do! Likewise, if there is something a DM knows will entice an 
adventure, feel free to tantalize by pointing out its availability. Otherwise, use this D100 prize 
list to dole out a wealth of goodies that may or may not come in handy later. 
 

01 Stuffed owl bear 19 Treasure map 

02 Fake stuffed unicorn 20 Shiny bell that cures hiccups 

03 Voucher to the fun house 21 Balloon animal dog that barks 1D4 hours 

04 Random potion 22 Free drink voucher 

05 Goldfish 23 Glasses that change your eye color blue 

06 Bottle of Honey 24 Everburning torch 

07 Balloon that allows you to hover  25 Silver pocket watch that yells the time 
when you open it 

08 Strange looking ring 26 Top Hat with strange feather in it 

09 Map 27 Small red speckled egg 

10 Stuffed ogre 28 Key with small red stone in the end 

11 Set of game dice 29 Wooden mask with red flame like colors 

12 Amber stone with something in the center 30 Ringing Stone that goes off when touched 

13 Brass dragon scale 32 Frosty Mug that always keeps drink cold 

14 Pocket knife that turns into a sword 32 Stuffed hobgoblin plushie 

15 Giant turkey leg voucher 33 Hand Mirror that makes you look better 

16 34 Salting Fork that adds the perfect  
amount of salt to every bite 

17 Stuffed goblin plushie 35 Ring with cracked ruby in the center 

18 Stuffed red dragon plushie 36 Golden watch that spins backwards 

 



Appendix 

Written by Chad Ehrdhardt 

 

The Carnival has come to town! 
 
Unfortunately, so too has a great evil that follows it. In this short adventure, 
players will find themselves trapped in
simply fight their way out with swords and magic. They must instead use their 
wits to solve puzzles and their abilities to survive and escape the nightmare. The 
main focus is on scaring the players and pushing them forward with less emphasis 
on combat.  

The DM should read through the adventure first to determine which alternative 
ways to play through will best suit your group. This adventure is for all levels 
and can be easily adjusted for difficulty. If any player dies during this adventure, 
they are simply found unconsciousness on the ground with a point of exhaustion 
when the next section begins. Any additional stat penalties they were suffering 
when they died still exist. 
 

What is lurking behind the attractions of the traveling carnival?? 
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